Success Story
YMCA of South Florida Keeps a Close Eye on
Spending with ExpenseWatch

“

I would recommend ExpenseWatch to any YMCA, especially if it is manually
processing purchase orders. We are now almost 100 percent paperless. We can see
our budgets as we make approvals, set up specific approval chains and have a full
audit trail to see every action taken from requisition through to invoice. We know
exactly how much we are spending at any given moment in a month.”
John Puleio, Vice President Finance, YMCA of South Florida

With an operating budget of more than $47 million, the YMCA of South Florida is one of the Miami area’s largest nonprofit organizations. In April 2015, The YMCAs of Broward County and Greater Miami merged and now with more than
75,000 members it operates eight membership centers, nine community centers and hosts numerous community
programs at non-YMCA locations throughout the area.
A little more than five years ago, the YMCA of Broward County upgraded a
number of financial systems, including automating its purchasing process.
Prior to this, the purchasing function was an entirely manual process. One
person would prepare a piece of paper with supporting documentation
stapled to the request. This was manually sent around for the required
two-to three signatures, sometimes with items being couriered back and
forth between offices. Once approved the requester would either place
the order, or send in a request for a check to be cut to make the purchase.
It was a slow and problematic process, usually taking a week or more for approvals. Paperwork would get lost,
checks not cut and orders not placed.
As financial systems were upgraded, the YMCA of Broward County opted to install Daxko to manage the accounting
function, and ExpenseWatch to automate the purchasing process. Pre-approved vendors and product lists have
been uploaded into the system, approval chains delineated and now purchase requests automatically flow through
the system.
The organization operates from annual budgets and has them uploaded into the system so each center can see
right away if spending requests are within their respective budgets. The organization uses the packing list feature to
record what has been received so it can be cross referenced with purchase orders and invoices.
“Because we can see budgets as employees submit purchase requests, we can ensure spending stays within limits,
enabling us to have much tighter control over spending,” said John Puleio, Vice President Finance.

The two YMCA organizations have yet to fully merge financial
systems, with Broward County currently on the ExpenseWatch
system, and Greater Miami scheduled to go live later this year.
Right now, John says his team is processing between 500 and
1,000 purchase requests and invoices a month, and this will go
up significantly once the YMCA of Greater Miami’s centers are
brought onboard.
Approval times have been reduced from weeks to as short as 15 minutes if need be, and invoices are processed
much more quickly. John cites the email notifications alerting approvers to transactions pending approvals as a
huge factor in speeding processes. In fact, he notes that the organization’s Dun and Bradstreet score has improved.
“Our entire purchasing process is online and automated,” said John. “We have completely automated the approval
process, and can even set up delegate approvals when people go on vacation. We know employees are purchasing
from our preferred vendors with our negotiated pricing, and because we can match purchase orders and packing
lists to invoices, we have eliminated duplicate payments.”
John adds that customer support has been stellar for the five-plus years this YMCA has been using ExpenseWatch.
Any requests for help are responded to and resolved quickly.
Once the two YMCA organizations have fully merged financial systems and implemented the ExpenseWatch
system to the Greater Miami arm, John plans to deploy the Expense Reporting module to better manage travel and
expense spending too.

“I would recommend ExpenseWatch to any other YMCA, especially if they are using
manual processes,” adds John. “As a non-profit, we have to be meticulous with our
spending. ExpenseWatch is absolutely reasonably priced. For what it has done for our
organization, it is a really good deal.”
John Puleio
Vice President Finance
YMCA of South Florida

About ExpenseWatch (www.ExpenseWatch.com)
ExpenseWatch automates manual, time consuming paper-based processes, for visibility and control over
organizational spending, empowering customers to spend with confidence. Modules for expense reporting,
purchasing and payable invoices resolve specific spending issues, or can be combined to provide a comprehensive
spend management suite. The company was founded in 2000, released the first version of its spend control service
in 2003, and currently manages almost $3 Billion in annual spend transactions on behalf of its customers. The
company is privately held with headquarters in Plymouth Meeting, PA, a suburb of Philadelphia.

